For the past 5 months the Enviro Fernz have been working on the Meadowbank community Boomerang Bag
project. The children sourced recycled fabric from our local community and students from Y3-6 cut out the
patterns for the bags. They then asked for parent help to sew the bags. These bags will now be available for use
at Meadowbank Mall, helping our community to use less plastic. Mayor Phil Goff heard about this initiative and
visited Meadowbank on Friday to address the school, speaking with the children about sustainable practices.

On Tuesday, the New Entrant and Year 1 children held a parent showcase morning to share their learning about
structure. Parents spent the morning designing and creating a range of structures with their children. They even
had a special appearance from Superman!

On Tuesday Room 32 held a Superhero book launch.

My super hero profile
Hi, my name is Gemma but most people know me as Crystal Girl.I am a girl in the day and at
night I am fighting with evil.
I wear a leather blue cape, clear boots ,fire dress, crystal scrunchie. I have gold hair in a long
plait and glittery blue gloves.
I got my powers by playing and fell over. I can fly to the moon in a second, I am so flexible I
can do the splits.I have a super stretchy scrunchie that can fling so far and fast you can’t catch
it and only comes to me. I also have a crystal shooter.
My weakness is a thunderstorm. I can’t fly through them. My sidekick has to help me.
My super vehicle is a rainbow crystal car. It is so fast I can get there in a millisecond even
though it is an hour to get there.
I got my gadget when I passed super school . My gadgets are a crystal shooter that shoots
crystals, shooting earrings that also have a laser and a crystal lasso.
My best friend is my sidekick. Her name is Lightning Girl . She comes to help in thunderstorms
and helps in fights.
My arch-enemy is evil ,Mille. She pulls out crystals!
If you need me call 7848420 and I’ll be there in a flash!
By Gemma Dickinson

My Superhero Profile.

